Paper One – Understanding the Modern World
Name: _______________________________________
Teacher: _____________________________________
Target Pathway: _______________________________

Conflict and Tension 1894-1918 Exam Technique
(This section is made up of questions 7-10)

Question 7 - Source A… How do you know? - 4 marks
 I know the source shows… because… (link source to knowledge – 2 examples).
 The source is biased because… (2 examples using provenance – include motive for highest marks).
 (Provenance = who made the source, when, motive, type of source).
Question 8 - How useful are the sources about… - 12 marks
 First source – useful, using knowledge. It is useful because it tells me things that are true, for example...
(3 examples).
 First source – useful, using provenance. It is useful because of its provenance. It was made by...
 Second source – useful, using knowledge. It is useful because it tells me things that are true, for
example... (3 examples).
 Second source - Useful, using provenance. It is useful because of its provenance. It was made by...
 Conclusion to compare sources directly - Which is more useful and why?
Question 9 - Write an account of... - 8 marks
 Identify four causes and four consequences of an event.
 Link them together for full marks.
Question 10 - Essay - 16 marks
 Essay - Statement - Do you agree?
 Three factors - With 4 or 5 facts each and 3 explanations (links to question).
 The first should be the factor in the question.
 Conclusion - Make a decision about which was the most important factor.
 Link factors together in conclusion - How are they related?

What To Revise
Test One – Causes of the First World War
Topic
Britain’s foreign policy - Splendid isolation,
Anglo-Japanese treaty, two power standard, colonies.
Germany’s foreign policy - Realpolitik, Weltpolitik,
place in the sun/empire building.
Alliance system - Triple Alliance, Triple Entente,
Franco-Prussian Alliance, encirclement.
Moroccan Crises 1905 and 1911.
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Bosnian Crisis 1908.
Naval and Arms Race - Dreadnoughts, conscription.
Schlieffen Plan - What was it, why did it fail?
Assassination of Franz Ferdinand and 10 points.

Test Two – The First World War and Stalemate
Topic
Failure of the Schlieffen Plan and stalemate.
Trench warfare - Weapons and conditions.
Battle of the Somme.
Battle of Verdun.
Battle of Passchendaele.
The War at Sea - Battle of Jutland, convoys and U boat
campaign.

Test Three – Ending the War
Topic
Changes in allied forces - Russia leaves the war.
Reasons and results.
Changes in allied forces - America joins the war.
Reasons and results.
German spring offensive.
Operations Michael, Georgette and Blucher.
Germany surrenders - Impact of blockade, armistice.

